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The internal door for maximum flexibility
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DITEC
SOFT RESET

The Ditec Soft Reset is a compact
self-reinserting roll-up door with
a fully flexible curtain and soft
bottom edge. The door offers
improved looks, excellent sealing
and easy operation.

Improved working conditions
OPTIMIZED PROCESS FLOW

The Soft Reset is designed for fast installation and easy operation. The quick opening and
closing cycles and the self-reinserting function of the curtain reduce the risk of downtime
after a crash and make this door the perfect solution for a smooth and trouble-free process
flow!

ENERGY SAVINGS

Opening speeds up to 2,3m/s and fast closing make sure the door does not stay open longer
than necessary; this results in important energy savings.

SEALING

The zippers are running in tight side guides, providing excellent sealing. They minimize the
passage of air and infiltration of dirt. Optional gaskets are available in order to enhance the
insulation capacity of the door.

LOW NOISE

A silent operation is assured by the specially designed side guides, the continuous zippers
and special washers that absorb vibration.

User friendly operation

Safety assured
PROTECTION OF PEOPLE & GOODS

Possible obstacles will immediately be detected as the Soft Reset comes with a well-tested
and field proven combination of 2 safety devices. In the unlikely event of a crash, the fully
flexible curtain and soft bottom are designed not to cause any harm.

USER-FRIENDLY OPERATION
The control unit with its 32 digit LCD display will be your valuable assistant to keep you
informed about the operation of the door. It is easy to adjust settings and plan maintenance.
The manual release system allows you to open the door quickly in case of an emergency.

Smart & nice design

Soft bottom edge

CREATIVE DESIGN AND ENHANCED LOOKS

The frame of the Soft Reset has a streamlined and robust construction. The upper cover
with its sloping top is good looking and easy to clean. The rounded PVC side covers are a
handsome addition to finish off the overall design.

LOW MAINTENANCE

The soft start and stop make the opening and closing movements well controlled. They reduce
stress on the motor and decrease energy consumption. The Soft Reset has few moving parts
and requires little maintenance. In case of a crash, the door will not require repair works as
the curtain will automatically reintroduce itself when going up.

SPACE SAVING

The footprint of the Soft Reset is very small thanks to the 2 narrow columns. The compact
structure of the frame and the small headspace for the rolled-up curtain assure a maximum
passage height and width.
Perfect alignment
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Entrematic offers a comprehensive range of products for industrial, commercial,
institutional and residential applications, including sectional doors, loading dock
equipment, high-performance doors, residential garage doors, pedestrian doors,
gates and barriers, and automation and operators. Built on nearly 200 years of accumulated expertise, Entrematic aims to be the most dynamic, innovative company in
the entrance automation industry, and the best partner for dealers and installers. Our
well-known brands include Normstahl, Dynaco, Ditec, EM and Nergeco.
Entrematic, Amarr, Kelly, Serco, Normstahl, Dynaco, Ditec, EM and Nergeco, as
words and logotypes, are examples of trademarks owned by Entrematic Group AB or
companies within the Entrematic Group.
The Ditec products are protected by worldwide registered patents. As part of its
policy of continuous product development, Entrematic Group NV reserves the right to
change the characteristics of its products or components without prior notice.
Disclaimers:
For a correct use of our products, please refer to our manual.
Everything that is mentioned in this brochure is only valid under the terms of use in
the user manual and on condition that the door was properly installed and maintained
and has not undergone abuse nor neglect.
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ENTREMATIC BELGIUM NV
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